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Introduction 
Direct and inverse limits of directed systems of Boolean algebras were 
studied in [5]. In [2] the author investigated the dual space of the inverse 
limit of a partially ordered system of Boolean algebras. The present paper 
deals with the direct limit of partially ordered systems in the category 
~ of Boolean algebras and homomorphisms, the category ~'" of £¥-complete 
Boolean algebras and £¥-homomorphisms and the category ~oo of complete 
Boolean algebras and complete homomorphisms. Our main goal is to give 
a unified treatment of these three cases. The method that we apply differs 
necessarily from the method that is used in [5] since our indexset need 
not be directed. We construct the direct limit in all the three cases (pro-
vided it exists) as a quotient of the free product. and we make use of 
the fact that this free product always exists in ~ and in ~'" [7], [8]. 
Since the construction is standard, we omit the details of the proof. We 
then focus our attention on direct limits in ~'" and we investigate the 
relation which exists between the direct limit of a system in ~'" and its 
direct limit in ~. Here we make use of the notion of free £¥-extension 
of a Boolean algebra which was introduced in [8]. The method used here, 
is a generalization of the method applied in [3] for the construction of 
the free 01:-product. Section 1 deals with the previous problems and we 
close this section with some remarks on the topological dual of direct 
limits in ~ and on the existence of direct limits in ~00 • 
In section 2 we consider the following problem. Let {B;., /;.p: A., 1-' E A} 
be partially ordered system in ~ and let (B, {i;.: A. E A}) be its direct 
limit. Find necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the i;. are 
monomorphisms. It turns out that a necessary condition is that the /;.~' 
are monomorphisms, but a counterexample shows that this condition 
is not sufficient. We will prove a theorem that states necessary and 
sufficient conditions and we will apply our result to the amalgamation 
problem in ~ [2a]. 
The paper closes with section 3 in which we prove a generalization of 
a theorem of SIKORSKI [7] on free No-products to the case of direct 
limits in ~Ko" 
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1. Definitions and preliminaries 
lX will always stand for an infinite but fixed, cardinal number. For 
the meaning as such concepts as tX-complete Boolean algebras (homo-
morphism, isomorphism, monomorphism, ideal) tX-regular subalgebra etc., 
we refer to the literature [2], [3], [7], [8]. (Notice that "complete" always 
means tX-complete for every tX). If B' is a subalgebra of a Boolean algebra 
B, and if S is a subset of B', then the product (join) in B' of the setS, 
provided this product exists will be denoted by liB' x. The cardinal 
IIJES 
number of a set X will be denoted by JXJ. The symbol 2 stands for the 
Boolean algebra consisting of two elements. 
We recall a few definitions. The free tX-extension of a Boolean algebra 
is a pair (B*, i) where B* is an tX-complete Boolean algebra, and where i 
is an tX-complete monomorphism from B into B*, such that the following 
condition is satisfied: for every pair (0, h) where 0 is an tX-complete 
Boolean algebra, and where h is an tX-complete homomorphism from B 
into 0, there exists a unique tX-complete homomorphism f from B* into 
0 such that fi=h [8]. The free tX-extension of a Boolean algebra always 
exists and it is unique in the usual sense. The meaning of free complete 
extension is obvious, but the free complete extension of a Boolean algebra 
does not always exist [I]. A Boolean algebra is superatomic if all of its 
subalgebras, and equivalently, all of its homomorphic images, are atomic 
[1]. The categories of Boolean algebras and homomorphism, tX-complete 
Boolean algebras and tX-complete homomorphisms, complete Boolean 
algebras and complete homomorphisms, will be denoted by m, m"' and 
moo resp. The following convention in the terminology is important. We 
will often omit the adjective "tX-complete" if it is clear from the context 
that we are dealing with objects and morphisms in m"'. Thus, in such 
a case Boolean algebras and homomorphisms, ideals etc. will mean tX-
complete Boolean algebras, tX-complete homomorphisms tX-complete 
ideals etc. Likewise, a subalgebra is then meant to be an tX-complete, 
tX-regular subalgebra. Under the same convention, we will often omit the 
adjective "complete" if we are dealing with moo. With these conventions 
in mind we will now recall the definition of free product. 
Let { B;.: A E A} be a set of Boolean algebras in the category m (m"', m00). 
The free product of this set in m (m"', moo) is a pair (B, {i;.: A E A}), where 
B is a Boolean algebra, and where for every A E A, i;.: B;. -+ B is a mono-
morphism such that the following condition holds: for every pair 
(0, {h;.: A E A}) where 0 is a Boolean algebra and where for every A E A, 
h;.: B;. -+ 0 is a homomorphism, there exists a unique homomorphism 
h: B-+ 0 such that hi;. =h;. for every A EA. 
Again, in accordance with our convention we will often talk about 
free product, rather than free product in m (m"', moo) if it is clear from 
the context in what category we are working. On the other hand, in those 
case where it is necessary to distinguish between the free products in the 
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different categories, or where further specification seems desirable, we 
will talk about free products in ~ (~"'' ~'",). (Instead of the term "free 
product in ~"'", the terms "free oc:-product", "maximal oc:-product" and 
"free oc:-regular extension" are also used in the literature [3], [7]). Likewise, 
instead of the term "free product in ~00" the term "free complete product" 
is used.) This may for instance occur in case we are dealing with a set 
{B;.: A E .A} of Boolean algebras in ~"'' and if we want to distinguish 
between its free product in ~' and its free product in ~"'. Free products 
in ~ and in ~"' always exist and they are unique in the usual sense [3], 
[7]. However, the free product in ~oo does in general not exist [1]. 
It may be useful to make a few remarks about the definition of free 
product as stated above, in view of other, but equivalent definitions that 
occur in the literature. In the first place, it should be observed that the 
condition of the uniqueness of h is equivalent to the condition that 
U i;.(B;.) generates B. Indeed, suppose U i;.(B;.) generates B and 
AeA AeA 
suppose that h and h' are both extensions which satisfy the condition of 
our definition. Then, the subalgebra B' of B defined by 
B'={x: x E B, h(x)=h'(x)} 
contains every i;.(B;.) and hence B' =B. On the other hand (we are 
indebted to Prof. R. S. Pierce for this observation), suppose h is 
unique. Let B' be a subalgebra of B, containing every i;.(B;.). By 
hypothesis, there exists a (unique) homomorphism h: B-+ B' such that 
hi;.=i;. for every A EA. If i denotes the identity map on B, then we have 
hi: B -+ B and hii;. = h;. for every A E A. If we now apply the property 
of uniqueness to the map hi, then it follows that hi= i which implies 
that B'=B. 
In the second place we observe that the condition that h exists, is 
equivalent to the condition that the set {i;.(B;.): A E .A} of subalgebras 
of B is independent (in~"'' the term "oc:-independent" is used). We recall 
the definition of the concept of independence for ~"' (an obvious modifi-
cation provides the definitions for~ and ~00). The set {i;.(B;.): A E .A} of 
subalgebras is independent (precisely: oc:-independent) if the following 
condition is satisfied: Suppose A' is a subset of A, /A'/ <;oc:, and suppose 
{b;.: A E .A} is a set of elements, such that for every A E A', b;. E B;. and 
b;. =1= 0. Then IP i;.(b;.) =1= 0. The proof that the independence of the set 
J.eA 
{i;.(B;.): A E .A} implies the existence of h was givenin [7]. We will prove 
the converse for ~"' (the argument holds with a slight modification for 
~ and ~oo as well). Thus, suppose A' C A, /A' J < oc: and IJB i;.(b;.) = 0, 
J.eA1 
b;. =I= 0, b;. E B;. for every A E A'. Let for every A E A', 0;. be the principal 
ideal of B;. generated by b;., and consider 0;. as a Boolean algebra (hence, 
an oc:-complete Boolean algebra). Let for every A¢= A', 0;. be the Boolean 
algebra B;.. Let (0, {i~: A E .A}) be the free product (in ~ .. ) of the 0;.. 
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Define h;.: B;. --+0 by h;.(a)=i;(ab;.) for A E A' and h;.(a)=i;(a) for A¢: A'. 
Clearly, h;. is an tX-complete homomorphism for every A E A and h;.(b;.) = 1 
for A E A'. Extend the h;. to an tX-complete homomorphism h: B--+ C. 
Then we have that h( ITB i;.(b;.)) = rrc h(i;.(b;.)) = rrc h;.(b;.) = 1. But by 
}.eA' ,leA' }.eA' 
hypothesis, ITB i;.(b;.) = 0, hence h( ITB i;.(b;.)) = 0. Contradiction. 
}.eA' }.eA' 
2. Direct limits of partially ordered systems 
In this section we will consider partially ordered systems of Boolean 
algebras in the categories 58, 58"' and 5800 • Our definitions will make use 
of the convention made in section 1. 
A partially ordered system of Boolean algebras in 58 (58"', 5800 ) is a set 
{B;., f_,P-: A, fJ, E A}, where A is a partially ordered set and where for every 
A E A, B_, is a Boolean algebra, and where for A<.fJ,, /;.p.: B;.--+ BP- is a 
homomorphism such that: (i) /;.,~ is the identity map for every A E A; 
(ii) f P-• /;.p. = /;.., whenever A<. fJ, <. v. The direct limit of a partially ordered 
system {B;., /;.p.: A, fJ, E A} in 58 (58"', 5800 ) is pair (B, {i;.: A E A}) where B 
is a Boolean algebra, and where for every A E A, i_,: B;. --+ B is a homo-
morphism such that: 
(i) ip./;.p.=i;. whenever A<.fl,; 
(ii) for every pair (0, {h;.: A E A}) where 0 is a Boolean algebra and 
where for every A E A, h_,: B;. --+ 0 is a homomorphism such that hp./;.p. = h;., 
whenever A<. ft, there exists a unique homomorphism h: B --+ 0 such that 
hi;.= h;. for every A E A. 
Again, as in the case of free products we will often talk about direct 
limits, instead of direct limits in 58, (58"', 5800 ) if it is clear in what category 
we are working. If further specification is necessary then we will explicitly 
talk about direct limit in 58 (58"', 5800 ). This may occur in case we are 
dealing with a partially ordered system in 58"' and if we want to distinguish 
between its direct limit in 58 and its direct limit in 58"'. The direct limit 
(if it exists) is unique in the usual sense. If A is totally unordered then 
the direct limit becomes the free product. The direct limit of a partially 
ordered system {B_,, /;.p.: A, fJ, E A} (in 58 or 58"' or 5800 ) exists, if the free 
product of the B;. exists, and it can be obtained as follows. Let B be 
the free product of the B_, (we identify every B;. with its isomorphic 
copy in B). Let I be the ideal of B generated by elements u=x + /;.p.(x), 
x E B;., A<.fl,, ( + means symmetric difference). Let f: B--+ Bfl be the 
natural homomorphism and let for every A E A, i;. = f[B;.. It is a routine 
matter to show (cf. [3]) that (Bfl, {i;.: A E A}) is the direct limit of 
{B;., /;.p.: A, fJ, E A}. 
We will now present another method for constructing the direct limit 
of a partially ordered system in 58"', making use of the notion of the free 
tX-extension of a Boolean algebra. This method differs from the one de-
scribed above, and it has the advantage that it shows the relationship 
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between the direct limit of the system in ~ .. and its direct limit in ~­
This method is a generalization of the method used in [3] for the con-
struction of free ~X-products. It should be noted that the method can 
also be applied in ~""' but we will only demonstrate it for partially 
ordered systems in ~ ... 
Thus, let {B;., 1,.,..: A,!-' E A} be a partially ordered system of Boolean 
algebras in ~ ... Let (B, {i,_: A E A}) be its direct limit in ~- Let (B*, i) 
be the free ~X-extension of B and identify, for simplicity, B with i(B). 
Let for every A E A, B; be the (~X-complete, ~X-regular) subalgebra of B* 
generated by i,_(B). Then it follows from a result in [8] that for every 
A E A (B;, i;.) is the free ~X-extension of B;.. Let for every A E A, I;. be 
the (~X-complete) ideal of B; generated by elements U= liB;.* i;.(x), 
s c B;., lSI< IX, liB A X= 0. :xES 
OJES 
Finally, let I be the (~X-complete) ideal of B* generated by U I;.. 
AeA 
If I: B* -+ B* JI is the natural homomorphism, then we claim that 
(B* JI, I{ i;.: A E A}) is the direct limit of {B;., l;.p.: A,!-' E A} in ~ ... In order to 
show that li,. is ~X-complete for every A E A, it suffices to show that if 
liB;. x = 0, S C B;., lSI.;;;;: IX, then liB* II (fi;.) (x) = 0. Clearly, liB* i;.(x) E I. 
OJES OJES OJES 
Hence 0 =I ( liB* i;.(x)) = liB* ji (fi;.) (x). Next, suppose that C is an 
OJES OJES 
~X-complete Boolean algebra, and let for every A E A, h;.: BA -+ C be an 
~X-complete homomorphism such that h;.l;.p.=h;., whenever A<fl-· By hypoth-
esis, there exists a homomorphism h': B -+ C such that h' i;. = h;. for 
every A E A. Extend h' to an ~X-complete homomorphism h": B* -+C. 
Let I' be the kernel of h". Then I C I'. Indeed, let u= liB;.* i;.(x), S C B;., 
OJES 
lSI <IX, liB;. X= 0. Then h"( liB.t* i,(x)) = lie h"(i;.(x)) = lie h'(i,(x)) = 
OJES OJES OJES OJES 
= h(llBA (x))=O. Thus I, C I' for every A E A and hence I C 1'. 
OJES 
Therefore, there exists an ~X-complete homomorphism h: B* f I -+ C such 
that hl=h" and thus hli,=h"i;.=h'i.~=h, for every A EA. Finally, we 
must show that h is unique. Suppose h*: B* JI-+ C is an ~X-complete 
homomorphism such that h * li;. = hA for every A E A. It follows by unique-
ness that hi and h *I must coincide on B, but by virtue of the uniqueness 
of the extension of maps to B*, it follows that hl=h*l· But I is "onto" 
hence h=h*. 
We will now make some remarks on the topological dual of direct 
limits of partially ordered systems in ~- Let {B;., l;.p.: A,!-' E A} be a 
partially ordered system in ~.and let (B, {iJ.: A E A}) be its direct limit. 
Let for every A E A, X;. be the dual space of B, and let for A<fl,, 
l;p.: xp. -+X;. be the dual map of lAw Then {X;., l;p.: A,!-' E A} is a partially 
ordered system of topological spaces whose inverse limit in the category 
of topological spaces and continuous maps is constructed in the usual 
way (cf. [4]). Let X' be the topological product of the X;. with projection 
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maps i;: X'--+ X,. Let X be the subspace of X' defined by X= 
={x: f;P-(i;(x))=i;(x), A<f.l}. If we denote the restrictions ofi; to X by 
i; again, then the inverse limit is (X, {i;: A E A}). It was proved in [5] 
for the case that A is directed, that X is homeomorphic to the dual 
space of B. But this follows immediately from the fact that X is a closed 
subspace of X', and therefore a Boolean space, and from the well-known 
duality between Boolean algebras and homomorphisms, and Boolean 
spaces and continuous maps. Thus, (X, {i;: A E A}) is the inverse limit 
of {X,, 1;~'-: A, f.l E A} in the category m* of Boolean spaces and continuous 
maps, and the i; are the dual maps of of the i_,. 
We will close this section with some remarks on the existence of direct 
limits in moo. Whereas direct limits in m and in m" always exist, this is not 
the case in moo. In fact, it was proved in [3] that the free product in moo, 
of a set of complete Boolean algebras, each of which contains more than 
two elements, exists if and only if, the set is finite. Obviously, the direct 
limit of a partially ordered system in moo exists in moo if the free product 
of the objects in the system, exists in moo. However, the converse is not 
true, as can be easily demonstrated by trivial examples. 
It seems likely that the conditions that have to be imposed on a partially 
ordered system in moo in order that it have a direct limit in moo, are rather 
strong. This conjecture seems motivated by considering the second method 
that we used in section 1 in order to construct direct limits in m". Clearly, 
this method can not always be used with success in m00 • Suppose indeed, 
that {B,, f,P-: A, f.l E A} is a partially ordered system in moo whose direct 
limit in m is (B, {i_,: A E A}). If B has a free complete extension, then 
we can obviously apply the aforementioned method and in that case 
the system has a direct limit in moo. Now it follows from a result in [1], 
that B has a free complete extension if and only if, B is superatomic. 
Since B is a quotient algebra of the free product B' of the B_, in m, it 
follows that B is superatomic if B' is superatomic, since the quotient of 
a superatomic Boolean algebra is superatomic [1 ]. Hence the system has 
a direct limit in moo if B' is superatomic. But if the B, are infinite then 
this condition is never satisfied. Indeed, the B_, are subalgebras of B' 
and since subalgebras of superatomic Boolean algebras are superatomic, 
it would follow that the B, are superatomic. However an infinite complete 
Boolean algebra is never superatomic [1 ]. 
The question to find necessary and sufficient conditions in order that 
a partially ordered system in moo have a direct limit in moo, remains 
unanswered. 
3. A special case of direct limits in m. Amalgamation 
Suppose { B0 , B_,, f,: A E A} is a set, where Bo and B,, A E A, are 
Boolean algebras and where for every A E A, f_,: Bo--+ B_, is a mono-
morphism. Then this set can be considered as a partially ordered system 
in $3, and it has therefore a direct limit in m which, in this case, can be 
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denoted by (B,{io,i;.:AEA}) where i0 :B0 --+B and i;.:B;,--+B, AEA, 
are homomorphisms such that i;./;. = io for every A E A. It was shown in 
[3a] that all the i;, are monomorphisms (and hence, io is a monomorphism). 
B is also called the generalized free product of the B;. with the amalgamated 
subalgebra Bo. This result gives rise to a more general question. Suppose 
that {B;., /;.'":A, flEA} is a partially ordered system in )8, whose direct 
limit is (B, {i;.: A E A}). Find necessary and sufficient conditions in order 
that the i;, be monomorphisms. The question is answered in the corollary 
below, but we will let this precede by a theorem which states a more 
general result. It will turn out that a necessary condition is, that all 
the /;. are monomorphisms. However, it will be demonstrated by a counter 
example that this condition is not sufficient. 
Theorem. Suppose {B;., /;.'":A, flEA} is a partially ordered system 
in )8 whose dire0t limit (in lB) is (B, {i;.: A E A}). Let Ao be a (fixed) element 
of A. (i) In order that i;,0 be a monomorphism, it is necessary and sufficient 
that the following condition is satisfied: suppose g0 : B ;.0 --+ 2 is a homo-
morphism. Then for every A E A, there exists a homomorphism g;,: B;.--+ 2 
such that g?.o=go and such that g'"/;.'"=g;, whenever A<fl· (ii) If i;,0 is a 
monomorphism then /;.0 '" is a monomorphism for fl > Ao. 
Proof. (i) We will first prove necessity. By hypothesis, i;.0 is a 
monomorphism. Hence, there exists a monomorphism g~: i;,0(B;.)--+ 2 
such that g~ i;.0 =go. Since the kernel of g~ is a prime ideal, g~ can be 
extended to a homomorphism g': B --+ 2. Let for every A E A, g;,: B;, --+ 2 
be defined by g;,=g'i;,. Thus g?.o=g'i;,0 =g~i;.0 =go. Again, if A<.,fl, then 
gpjJ.p = g'ipj?.p = g' i;, =g. 
Next, we prove neceEsity. Thus, suppose the condition is satisfied and 
suppose that i?.o would not be a monomorphism. Then there exists an 
x E B?.o. x+O, such that i;,0(x)=0. Let g0 : B;,0 --+ 2 be a homomorphism 
defined by go(x) = 1. By hypothesis, there exists for every A E A a homo-
morphism g;,: B--+ 2 satisfying the condition, stated in (ii). Then, there 
exists a homomorphism g: B --+ 2 such that gi;, = g;. for every A E A. Now 
gi;,(x)=g(O)=O. But gi;, =go and g0(x)=l. Contradiction. 0 0 
(ii) Suppose i;,0 is a monomorphism and suppose fl > Ao. If /;.0 '" would 
not be a monomorphism, then there would exist an x E B;,0 , x + 0 such 
that /;.0 '"(x) = 0. Let B be the free product of the B;., and identify each 
B;, with its isomorphic copy in B, and let I be the ideal of B generated 
by elements u=y + /1.p(y), y E B;., A<fl· Then clearly, x=x + /J.op(x) E I. 
Hence In B;,0 + (0) and it follows from the discussion in section 1 that 
i;.0 is not a monomorphism. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem. 
Corollary. Suppose {B;., /;.'":A, flEA} is a partially ordered system 
in )8 whose direct limit is (B, {i;.: A E A}). In order that every i;. be a 
monomorphism it is necessary and sufficient that the condition stated 
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in (i) is satisfied for every A.. Moreover if all iJ. are monomorphisms then 
all /1.~-' are monomorphisms. 
It is obvious that this corollary yields as a special result that the 
category 5B has the amalgamation property. 
Remark. The above theorem can also be proved topologically using 
the topological representation described in section 2. 
We will now provide an example which will show that the converse 
of the last statement in the corollary does not hold. Thus if all the /;,~-' 
are monomorphisms then the iJ. need not be monomorphisms. (This shows 
that the generalized free product of Boolean algebras in 5B with more 
than one amalgamated subalgebra need not exist). 
Let A= {A.~, A.2, /.a, A.4, A5, A6} be a set partially ordered by A.1 ...;;; A5, A.1...;;; A6, 
A.2 ...;;; A.4, A.2 < A.6, A.a < A.4, A.a < A.5. 
Let for every Ai E A, BJ.; be a copy of the four elements Boolean algebra. 
B;,; = {0, 1, aJ." aJ.J. Let for every A.t, AJ, A.t...;;; AJ> /-.;-.1 : BJ., -+ B1.1 be defined 
by 1-.,-..(a-.,) =a;.., /J.,J.o(a-.,) =a-.., 1-..-..(a;,,) =a;_., /;..;..(a;..)= a;.., !J..).,(a;..) =a;.., 
/;..-..(a;..)= aJ..· Clearly, all the /J.;A§ are monomorphisms. We will show 
that the condition in (i) of theorem 1 is not satisfied for A.1. Let g0: B;,, -+ 2 
be a homomorphism defined by go( a;,,)= 0. Suppose the condition would 
be satisfied for A.1. Then there would exist homomorphisms gAi: BJ., -+ 2 
such that g;,, =go and glifAili=g;,; for A.t<A.i. 
Then we would have 
g;,.(a;..) = g; .• (/;.,;..(a;,J) = g;,,(aJ.,) = go(a;,,) = 0. 
gJ..(aJ.,) = g}..(f;.,J..(aJ.,)) = g;,.(a;..) = o. 
g;,.(a;..) = g;,.(f;.,;..(a;.,)) = g4 (a;.,) = o. 
g;,.(a;..) = g;,.(f;,.;,.(aJ..)) = g;,.(a;..) = 0. 
g;_.(a;..) = g;,.(/J.9 J.5(a;..)) = g4 (a;,.) = 0. 
gJ.,(a;,J = g;..(/J.,;..(a;.,)) = g;,.(a;..) = o. 
But g;,,(a;,J = g0(a;,,) = 1. Contradiction. 
We want to close this section with the remark that the question whether 
the category 5B"' has the amalgamation property is still open. However, 
recently it has been shown [6] that the category of tX-complete tX-distri-
butive Boolean algebras and tX-complete homomorphisms has the amalga-
mation property. 
4. Direct limits in 5BKo· 
In this section we will generalize a representation theorem of SIKORSKI 
[7] on the free No-products in 5BKo (also cf. [3]). Let {B-., h .. : A.,# E A} 
be a partially ordered system in 5BKo· Let {X-., 1;~-': A., # E A} be the 
corresponding partially ordered system in 5B* (cf. section 2) and let 
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(X, {i;: A. E A}) be the inverse limit of this system in 58*. Identify every BJ. 
with its isomorphic copy FA of the field of open-and-closed sets of XJ., and 
denote the field of open-and-closed subsets of X by F. Then we have 
that (F, {i;-1 : A. E A}) is the direct limit of {BJ., fAt_,: A., flEA} in 58. Now 
let for every A. E A, FA. No denote the smallest No-complete field of subsets 
of XJ. containing FA, and let F No denote the smallest No-complete field 
ofsubsetsofX containing F. It was proved in [8] that every FA.No is the 
free No-extension of FA and likewise, that F No is the free No-extension 
of F. Now let for every A. E A, IJ. be the No-complete ideal of sets of 
No-category which belong to FJ..No and let I be the No-complete ideal 
of FN0 generated by the sets {i;-\U): U EIJ., A. E A}. Let f: FNo--+ FN0/I 
be the natural No-complete homomorphism. Then the following theorem 
is an immediate consequence of the discussion in section 2 and it 
generalizes SIKORSKI's result for free No-products [7]. 
Theorem. The direct limit of a partially ordered system 
{BJ.,fAil:A.,flEA} in 58No is (FNofi,{fi:- 1 :A.EA}). 
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